CME-CPD in Europe: The View of AEMH
AEMH statement - Madrid

● Credit points, although being an important instrument, is insufficient to measure Quality Assurance and Quality Control.

● A high score in the meaning of many CME-points carries the risk of giving the false impression of high quality.

● The score usually indicates the extent of education in hours, and is therefore only a measure of time spent.

Quality of care and patients safety
EMO’s Consensus Statement on CPD - Luxembourg, 2015

- Every doctor must engage actively in CPD which is appropriate for her/his identified learning needs.

- The profession should be responsible for CPD
EMO’s Consensus Statement on CPD - Luxembourg, 2015

There is a lack of evidence that recertification or revalidation methods are helpful in the detection of poorly performing doctors or making healthcare safer.
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1. Professional Competences

- Technical and professional skills
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- Participation in emergency teams
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2. Educational activities

- Training Junior Doctors
- Member of Juris
- CME / CPD activities attended
- CME / CPD activities as trainer or speaker
Patient had two kidneys. How many does he have now? Anyone?
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2. Education activities

- Training Junior Doctors
- Members of Juris
- CME / CPD activities attended
- CME / CPD activities as trainer or speaker
3. Scientific Activities

- Published articles
- Presentations
- Investigation
4. Clinical Leadership and Management Skills

- Experience and ability for team management
- Experience and ability for department management
- Experience and ability for organizations management

Clinical Leadership (European Certification)
5. Teaching Activities
6. Titles

- Professor
- European Board of ...
More information:  www.aemh.org

Thank you for your attention!